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Brexit
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The reason for Brexit

3

Eric Joyce

What caused Brexit?

↳ In 2012 the backbench Labour MP Eric Joyce head-butted a Conservative MP in 
a House of Commons bar, resulting in his suspension from the party

↳ This meant that the Labour party needed to find a new candidate to represent 
his Falkirk constituency

↳ Traditionally, labour unions, parliamentarians, and ordinary party members 
held equal influence over the selection of candidates

↳ In a bid to distance himself from union control, Labour leader Ed Miliband 
introduced a new system where all party members had a single vote, and 
reduced the price of membership to £3

↳ Then, when Miliband lost the 2015 general election, many people trolled the 
process by voting for hard left Jeremy Corbyn

↳ During the Brexit referendum most Labour party members wanted to remain in 
the EU, but Corbyn is a life long Eurosceptic and refused to campaign

↳ This severely impacted the remain campaign and gifted a major advantage to 
those wanting Brexit

4Sources: https://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/man-walks-into-a-bar-and-hands-boris-johnson-a-majority-1.4114433 and 
https://www.newstatesman.com/politics/uk/2017/04/brawl-mp-eric-joyce-don-t-blame-me-brexit-just-because-i-headbutted-tory
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Brexit campaigners

5See: Brexit (2019)
Vote Leave also made false and xenophobic claims about Turkey membership, see 
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/may/21/vote-leave-prejudice-turkey-eu-security-threat

Brexit timeline

• 1957: Rome Treaty - establishment of 3 "communities":
– Commission of the European Atomic Energy Community
– High Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community
– Commission of the European Economic Community
– Creation of: Customs Union, CAP and a European Social Fund

• 1973: UK joins the European Community
• 1975: 67% of British people vote to stay in the European 

Community (common market) in a referendum
• 1992: Maastricht Treaty - creation of the EU and the Euro

– UK avoids monetary integration
• 1993: Single European Act: The common market (freedom 

of goods, capital, services and labour)
– UK avoids Schengen area

• 2007: Lisbon Treaty (to replace and supersede Rome and 
Maastricht) - centralisation of political institutions

• 2016: 52% of British people vote to leave the EU

6

An interpretation
• Broad support amongst the British 

people for the single market and 
close economic and social ties to 
a European institution. 

• Much less support for membership 
of a federal "state”. 

• The referendum result reflects (a) 
concerns that people have about 
greater political union (and 
implied loss of sovereignty); (b) 
evidence that the EU is becoming 
an increasingly centralised
political enterprise. 

• Issues such as an EU "army", 
further expansion, and loss of 
sovereignty, are genuine ones 
because there is a reasonable 
concern that this is a potential 
direction of travel.
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Voting patterns

7Goodwin, M., and Heath, O., “Brexit vote explained: poverty, low skills and lack of opportunities” Joseph Rowntree Foundation, 
August 2016. *This turnout was hiogher than for any general election over the previous 25 years. ** See Rachman, G., 2022, The Age 
of the Strongman, p. 14

72% 
turnout*

Low educated*
• 73% of people who left school without 

qualifications voted Brexit
• 75% of people with postgraduate 

degrees voted remain

Support for leave was 
consistent with:
• Low income
• Low skilled

Who is to blame for Brexit?

8

Event Analysis – was it a blunder?

David Cameron makes a referendum on membership of the EU a 
central part of his 2015 election manifesto 

It’s an important issue to the Tory party and helped him to win 
the election

February 2016 Cameron announces a EU reform deal, following 
negotiations with Donald Tusk (EU Council President) 

No - the EU would have had to have granted concessions for other 
member states

Opposition leader Jeremy Corbyn declines to campaign for Remain 
during the 2016 referendum 

He was just sticking to his principles

Boris Johnson and Michael Gove campaign for Vote Leave It was politically expedient

On announcement of the referendum result, David Cameron resigns His position and authority was untenable

June 20th 2016: Boris Johnson withdraws from leadership race He didn't have the support from within the party

New (and unchallenged) PM, Theresa May outlines her vision for 
Brexit in January 2017 

The red lines were reasonable

March 29th 2017: Theresa May triggers Article 50, giving the UK 2 
years to leave the EU 

She had to signal a commitment to delivering Brexit

April 18th 2017: May calls a snap election, allows Nick Timothy to 
devise the campaign, and loses her majority

The polls were in her favour and she needed a mandate. The 
decision to hire Timothy wasn't a blunder because he was a strong 
candidate for the job

June 19th 2017: Negotiations with the EU begin

November 14th 2018: May published the Withdrawal Agreement 
which had little support among her cabinet but is agreed by the EU 

No - it was a deliverable means of ensuring Brexit

January 15th 2019: Parliament rejects May's deal (and again on 
March 12th, and March 29th)

May decides to step down, and is replaced by Boris Johnson on 
24th July
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Cameron’s deal was the beginning of the end

9See https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/feb/19/camerons-eu-deal-what-he-wanted-and-what-he-got

Economic impact of Brexit

Pros Cons
• Potentially lower tariffs and non-tariff 

trade barriers with ROW
• Greater freedom to determine new laws 

and regulations
• Greater control of immigration
• Savings on contribution to EU budget

• Tariffs and non-tariff trade barriers with 
the EU

• Reductions in investment and productivity
• Fewer rights for UK citizens in EU (and 

vice versa)
• More control over immigration*
• Problems at Irish border

10Source: Julian Jessop, “The Economics of Covid and Brexit”, 15th January 2021
https://julianhjessop.com/2021/01/15/the-economics-of-covid-and-brexit/
* This is a political benefit but an economic cost.

Consequences of uncertainty
• Fall in the value of the pound (rising cost of 

imports, albeit offset by more exports)
• Stalled business investment
• Some loss of business in the City
• Reduction in migration between UK and EU
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Radoslaw Sikorski’s Blenheim Palace speech

• Main claim: Britain’s choice shouldn’t have been in or out, 
but whether to lead or to follow

11* Speech by Radoslaw Sikorski, 26th September 2012, https://www.apgef.com/21-09-2012-the-blenheim-palace-
speech-radoslaw-sikorski/. See Applebaum, A., 2020, Twilight of Democracy, Allan Lane, p.65

“The EU is an English-speaking power. The 
Single Market was a British idea. A British 
commissioner runs our diplomatic service. 
You could, if only you wished, lead 
Europe’s defence policy.”

Radoslaw Sikorski, Foreign Minister of Poland *

“The EU is an English-speaking power. The 
Single Market was a British idea. A British 
commissioner runs our diplomatic service. 
You could, if only you wished, lead 
Europe’s defence policy.”

Radoslaw Sikorski, Foreign Minister of Poland *

The British conservative impulse

• Nostalgic conservatives have always been suspicious of 
having a common market with the continent of Europe

– “The idea that England, the only European country 
that, they believed, has a real claim to victory in the 
Second World War – the country that was never 
invaded, never surrendered, the country that chose 
the right side from the beginning – could, in the 
twenty-first century, make its regulations only in 
conjunction with other European countries, was simply 
unacceptable”

Anne Applebaum

12Applebaum, A., 2020, Twilight of Democracy, Allan Lane, p.65
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Big claim

v Brexit didn’t cause polarisation and a break down in our 
institutions

v Brexit is a consequence of an underlying political 
realignment

13

Realignment

14
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The special relationship is with the United States

• British people talk about having a “special relationship” 
with America
– American’s don’t

• UK happy to be a junior partner*
– US speaks English
– Historic roots in Great Britain
– A real superpower

• “We are Greeks to their Romans”, Harold MacMillan
• Tony Blair accused of being George W. Bush’s “poodle”

15* Applebaum, A., 2020, Twilight of Democracy, Allan Lane, p.66

Politics tends to be binary

1. Stable and effective government requires stable and 
coherent bodies of politicians and voters who remain 
together long term

2. The fundamental division in politics is between being in 
power and out of power, which is always a binary one

• “actual politics always has a binary quality with two 
broadly defined sides or camps. In countries with a first 
past the post electoral system these will be two large 
parties while in a proportional representation system there 
will be many parties, but these will be grouped into two 
broad coalitions. There is no system where voters elect 
individual representatives who then form shifting coalitions 
on an issue by issue basis.”

Steve Davies

16Davies, S., “A Global Political Realignment?” Cato Unbound, December 10th 2018
https://www.cato-unbound.org/2018/12/10/stephen-davies/great-realignment-understanding-politics-today
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1970s

17

Neoconservativism

Consistent 
Libertarians

Consistent 
Authoritarians

Social 
democrats

Egalitarian redistribution Free markets

Law and order

Freedom of moral views

Social conservatism

Social liberalism

2010s

18

National 
liberals

Cosmopolitan
liberals

National 
collectivists

Radical left

Economic collectivism Economic liberalism

Ethnic nationalism

Globalism
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Change in priorities

• According to Gideon Rachman, “For Harzony [author of 
‘The Virtue of Nationalism’] “the only true foundation of 
political order and human liberty is the nation, based 
around a shared language, culture and religion” 

• The alternative to ethnic nationalism is globalism

19

1970s 2010s

• The economy
• Size and scope of the 

state (socialism vs 
capitalism)

• Migration
• Refugee crisis
• Security

Ideology Identity

Gideon Rachman claims that Steve Bannon 
viewed Trump’s victory and Brexit as “both part 

of a populist revolt against ‘globalism’
Rachman (2022, p. 104) See Rachman, G., 2022, The Age of the Strongman, p. 152

Open Society Foundation

• Founded by George Soros in April 1993
• Based on the political philosophy developed by Henry 

Bergson and Karl Popper

• The foundation “funds civil society organisations that 
promote education, a free press, minority rights and anti-
corruption initiatives”

• As a Jewish banker a large amount of the criticism aimed 
at “globalism” is barely masked anti-Semitism

• The term “globalist” is an established anti-Semitic term
– It means “a person who advocates the interpretation or 

planning of economic and foreign policy in relation to events 
and developments throughout the world”*

– As well as this, “Globalist is a coded word for Jews who are 
seen as international elites conspiring to weaken or dismantle 
“Western” society using their international connections and 
control over big corporations”*

20See Rachman, G., 2022, The Age of the Strongman, p. 205 
*https://www.ajc.org/translatehate/globalist
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The new alignment of western politics

21

Cosmopolitan 
liberals

National 
collectivists

Radical left

National 
liberals

Application: France 2022

22“Patriots vs globalists replaces the left-right divide” Gideon Rachman, Financial Times, April 18th 2022
https://www.ft.com/content/c2a1f0eb-cb31-4f7c-a445-f06ff0974942

Left wing Right wing

Gay rights Deregulation

ImmigrationThe economy

Cosmopolitan 
liberals

National 
collectivists

Radical left

National 
liberals
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The threat to liberalism

23

Cosmopolitan 
liberals

National 
collectivists

Radical left

National 
liberals

The (radical) left vs. the (national collectivist) “right”

24“Days of rage”, David Zhines, Status 451, January 20th 2017
https://status451.com/2017/01/20/days-of-rage/
* See Jonathan Haidt: The case against social media” Lex Fridman Podcast, https://lexfridman.com/jonathan-haidt/

Important differences: 
1. The left are stronger than the right: “the Left is a lot more organized & prepared for violence than 

the Right is, and has the advantage of a mainstream more supportive of it.”
2. The Right have a much better understanding of what the Left believe than the Left do about the 

Right*

The left The right
Effective infrastructure

The press is a weapon

They control the bureaucracy and the deep 
state

Access to (i) institutions and (ii) shock troops 
(unashameable actors)

“you can be a violent leftist radical and go 
on to live a pretty kickass life” (especially if 
you have high education)

Trying to build infrastructure

The press is a target

They control the military and the police
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Differences in funding

• The left are good at “mobilizing boycotts and targeting 
advertisers”
– [AJE: capitalism is a much stronger force than boycotts 

etc. Every time the till rings it symbolises a tiny 
victory for the extended market order]

• The left’s weakness
– More reliant on tax payer funding

25

Their objectives aren’t the same:

“Righties want to not give their own 
money to their enemies. Lefties 
want no one to give any money 
to their enemies.”

“Days of rage”, David Zhines, Status 451, January 20th 2017
https://status451.com/2017/01/20/days-of-rage/

Access to finance

1. Become a parasite off existing institutions 
2. Leech off the organizations of rich radicals
3. Rob banks

– This brings visibility and proved the downfall of many 
groups in the 1970s. Now, they’re more likely to use 
ransomware, identify theft, and other digital crimes

26“Days of rage”, David Zhines, Status 451, January 20th 2017
https://status451.com/2017/01/20/days-of-rage/
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Why are the left stronger than the right?

• Communism
– “The American Communist Party got fantastic hand-

me-down Russian-facilitated training, and shared”

• The hard right are supported by Russia
– “It’s not gonna happen overnight. But in ten or twenty 

or fifty years, you could have a superbly organized 
hard Right movement in America.”

Ø Hard left violence is coordinated
Ø Hard right violence is distributed

27“Days of rage”, David Zhines, Status 451, January 20th 2017
https://status451.com/2017/01/20/days-of-rage/

The left controls the commanding heights of culture

Universities
Public 
school 
system

Hollywood Museums

Traditional 
media Advertising

28“Why the past 10 years of American life have been uniquely stupid”, Jonathan Haidt, The Atlantic, April 11th 2022
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2022/05/social-media-democracy-trust-babel/629369/
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Three kinds of mass murderers

Loners

• i.e. a tight-nit group (a cult)

Conspiracies

• A group that manufactures killers out 
of raw recruits

• e.g. Islamic State

Murder factory

29“Days of rage”, David Zhines, Status 451, January 20th 2017
https://status451.com/2017/01/20/days-of-rage/

• The right lack access to institutions
• Violence committed by loners or close 

family members
• “A lone perpetrator can pull off a bombing, 

for example, but not a riot”
• Easy to disrupt with targeted assassinations

• The left are more organised
• Violence committed by “capable, fully 

operating cells”
• Less prone to targeted assassinations

Modern tactics of the hard left for political violence

1. Use as many different nonmurderous but disruptive-to-
violent tactics as possible — “shut it down,” occupations, 
property damage, riots

2. Weaponize Institutions against Righties, when possible
3. Drag events out — long, very low-level conflict works in 

Lefties’ favor
4. Target individual Righties for intimidation/disemployment, 

to discourage others
5. Target the most effective Righties for Unpersoning, 

lawfare, and (only if absolutely necessary; this would 
be very rare) assassination

30“Days of rage”, David Zhines, Status 451, January 20th 2017
https://status451.com/2017/01/20/days-of-rage/
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A new political compass?

31

https://www.politicalcompass.org/test http://www.thetakemachine.co.uk/quiz

“it is clear that as individuals and societies human beings have 
moral instincts that liberalism has no good explanation for”*

* https://unherd.com/thepost/would-you-have-sex-with-an-alien/

Populism, conspiracy and social media

32
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Loss of sovereignty is important

“the most effective human rights 
organisation in the world is the 
liberal nation-state”

Krastev and Holmes, 2019, p.58

33Krastev, I., and Holmes, S., 2019, The Light that Failed, Allen Lane

International associations can be good scapegoats

• A big reason in favour of an independent central bank 
pursuing an inflation target is that it allows real wages to 
fall without firms having to cut nominal wages

– The Bank of England engineers system wide inflation to do the 
dirty work of your boss

– They offer themselves as a scapegoat for economic 
adjustments

• International associations constrain member states 
decisions, but also give member states an opportunity to 
shift the blame for their own decisions

– E.g. “It’s health and safety gone mad”
– E.g. bendy bananas

• When Jacob Rees-Mogg challenged the independence of the 
Bank of England perhaps he revealed that instead of being 
anti-establishment he was being pro-nationalist. He was 
unable to accept the benefits that can come from granting 
powers to broader associations. 

34
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EU enlargement has contributed to the rise in populism

• “post-national liberalism associated especially with EU 
enlargement has allowed aspiring populists to claim 
exclusive ownership of national traditions and national 
identity” (p.22)

• “a backlash, provoked by the assumed normality of post-
nationalism, gave birth, in formerly communist countries, 
to an anti-liberal, anti-globalist, anti-migrant and anti-EU 
revolt, exploited and manipulated by populist demagogues 
who knew how to demonize ‘inner enemies’ to mobilise 
public support” (p.23)

35Krastev, I., and Holmes, S., 2019, The Light that Failed, Allen Lane

Post EU accession culture shock

• Two facets of the rise in populism from EU accession 
countries:
1. “the older, less educated and more traditional people 

are the least likely to go along with the liberal 
cosmopolitanism irradiated from the European Union”

2. “highly educated people are informed enough to 
realise that they cannot actually compete with 
European (and American) cultural products. For 
example, one gets to notice that a second-rate 
travelling theatre company from Britain is able to 
deliver a show that is at least an order of magnitude 
better than anything an Eastern European theatre can 
deliver. This is particularly painful to Eastern European 
intellectuals who tend to be humanistic, rather than 
analytic or scientific”

36Tarko, V., 2020 “Understanding post-communist transition: the relevance of Austrian economics” Review of 
Austrian Economics, 33:163-186
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Is cosmopolitanism the right distinction?

• “I also noted that the false and exaggerated division of the 
world into “Somewheres’” and “Anywheres” – people who 
were supposedly rooted to a single place versus people who 
travel; people are are supposedly “provincial” versus those 
who are supposedly “cosmopolitan” – had completely 
broken done. At our party, it was simply not possible to tell 
who belonged to which category. People who live in our 
obscure piece of Polish countryside were delighted to speak 
to people who did not” *

– But presumably there's a selection bias here
– You gauge cosmopolitanism from whether you attend 

such parties, not the stamps on their passport

• “populist rage is directed less at multiculturalism than at 
post-national individualism and cosmopolitanism” ** 

37* Applebaum, A., 2020, Twilight of Democracy, Allan Lane, p.180
** Krastev & Holmes, 2019, p.43

Facets of populism

Nativism Nationalism

Cultural 
traditionalism Authoritarianism

38“Is Britain's Populist Movement Dying Post-Brexit?” by Steve Davies, The unpopulist, January 25th 2022
https://theunpopulist.substack.com/p/is-britains-populist-movement-dying
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The rise of populism and economic grievances

Stagnating real 
incomes due to 

decline of 
manufacturing 

+ rising 
inequality

Attempt to find 
an identity in 

the age of 
identity + 

resentment at 
rent-seeking

39See Rachman, G., 2022, The Age of the Strongman, p. 18

According to Gideon Rachman, “strongman politics” is not a 
narrow economic issue, “it is when economic grievances are 
linked to broader fears – such as immigration, crime or national 
decline – that strongman leaders really come into their own” 

Contributing factors for EU populism

Military interventions
•Afghanistan (2001-2021)
• Iraq (2003-2011)
•Syria (2011-)
•Libya (2014-2020)

EU expansion

40
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The EU enabled Orban

41See Guriev, S., and Treisman, D., 2022, Spin Dictators, Princeton University Press, p. 152
Quote from New York Times. 

• As of 2018 only Poland 
received more net EU funding 
than Hungary
• Hungary received ~4% of 

GDP
• Orban used some of those 

funds to create a “patronage 
system that enriches his 
friends and family, protects his 
political interests and punishes 
his rivals”

• Orban sold land to associates 
which was then eligible for EU 
subsidies

• Lorine Meszaros, an old friend, 
obtained 3,800 acres of state 
land

Populism and the rise of the strongman

A cult of 
personality

Contempt for 
rule of law

Representing 
the people vs. 
the elites (i.e. 

populism)

Politics driven 
by fear and 
nationalism

42See Rachman, G., 2022, The Age of the Strongman, p. 10

Position 
themselves as 

being 
indispensable

Merge personal 
interests with 
state interests

Claim that simple 
solutions exist 
(but blocked by 
vested interests 

or shadowy elites)

This tends to lead 
to economically 
unsustainable 
policies (e.g. 

confiscation and 
redistribution)

Traditional views of 
family/gender, 

opposed to political 
correctness, power 

of nostalgia

Characteristics of strongman politics

Link between strongmen and authoritarianism: 
“strongman leaders have a tendency to 
become steadily more autocratic and arbitrary 
the longer they stay in office” (p. 80)
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Russia funding of the right

43

France
2014: €9m EUR loan 
to Marine Le Pen

Italy
2018: Proposed deal 
with Lega party

Estonia
€1.5m pledge to 
Edgar Savisaar

See Guriev, S., and Treisman, D., 2022, Spin Dictators, Princeton University Press, p. 162

Attack on state institutions

The media

Intelligence 
services

Central 
banks

44See Rachman, G., 2022, The Age of the Strongman, p. 13
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What are conspiracy theories?

45

A mystery
We don’t have a single 
plausible explanation

A conspiracy
The true explanation 
involves a secret plot 
enacted by a powerful 

group/s

A type of mystery

A conspiracy theory is when 
this explanation is not 

generally accepted

It’s right to be sceptical of conspiracy theories

• Generally speaking we have a free press, a literate and 
informed citizenry, and therefore it is hard to believe that 
big secrets can be kept

• Does your iPhone use your microphone to listen to you?
– Highly unlikely
– Apple’s brand is based on privacy and security
– Strong incentive not to allow Facebook to monitor it’s 

customer
– Also a strong incentive to reveal that Google record 

people on Android firms if they are doing so

v Employees sign non disclosure agreements but remember 
that the NSA are able to kill you if you reveal their secrets, 
and yet they still failed to stop Snowden exposing their 
mass surveillance programme

46
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Famous conspiracy theories

• In 1947 an alien crashed in Roswell, New Mexico
• A second gunman assassinated JFK in 1963
• Paul McCartney died in 1966
• The 1969 moon landings were a hoax
• The collapse of the World Trade Center on 9-11 was the 

result of a controlled detonation
• Birds aren’t real

Ø Some conspiracy theories have subsequently turned out to 
be true (i.e. generally accepted). At this point they’re no 
longer a conspiracy theory, they’re just a conspiracy. 

Famous conspiracies:
• Watergate

47

A conspiracy theory

48Source: https://twitter.com/AlecStapp/status/1545036566938226694

Rotten Tomatoes made it easier to get high 
scores after being bought by Fandango

Evidence: 

• Fandango (owned by Comcast) 
sell movie tickets

• They bought Rotten Tomatoes 
(a review aggregator) in 
February 2016

• Average ratings have 
noticeably risen since then
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Conspiracy theories as a threat to democracy

• Conspiracy means “breathing together” – they can serve a 
function as a common bond of allegiance

– US: Barack Obama wasn’t born in America, and 
therefore wasn’t a US citizen and eligible to be 
President

– Hungary: George Soros is trying to destroy the country 
by encouraging inward migration 

– Poland: the Smolensk air disaster (which killed 
President Lech Kaczyński) was an assassination

– Russia: Moscow apartment bombings were ordered by 
Putin

– Belarus: Minsk metro bombings were a false flag

49

Many people blame social media for propagating conspiracy theories

50See The Coming Storm, BBC Sounds
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/series/m001324r
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Current conspiracy theories

The progressive left

•Russian intelligence have compromising 
material about Trump such that he is 
their asset

•Dark money and Russian interference 
played a key role in the Brexit 
referendum and a Trump victory

The far right

•Donald Trump is battling a cabal of 
satanic paedophiles led by Hilary Clinton

•The establishment are engaged in a 
coordinated attempt to overturn or 
undermine the results of the Brexit 
referendum and Trump’s 2016 victory

51See The Coming Storm, BBC Sounds
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/series/m001324r

It is possible that there was some hidden aspect 
to the Trump-Putin relationship that has yet to 

come to light. But, in truth, no special 
explanation is needed… Trump made it very 

clear that he admired strongman authoritarian 
leaders” (Rachman, 2022, p. 123)

Three conspiracy theories

Example

Convincing

Plausible

Ludicrous

52
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On the psychology of misinformation

• Factors that increase belief in information (regardless of 
whether it is true or not):
– Repetition
– Consistency with prior beliefs
– Trusted sources (e.g. political elites)

• Characteristics of people who believe in falsehoods
– Low critical thinking skills
– Low digital and media literacy (e.g. knowledge of 

newsfeed algorithms)

• Potential solutions
– Fact checking and debunking (but hard to scale 

therefore crowdsourcing is useful)
– Encourage people to think about accuracy before 

sharing (maybe through use of ads)

53See “The Psychology of Misinformation”, David Rand
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TiO77Pdec78&t=190s

Edelman Trust Barometer, 2022

54See https://www.edelman.com/sites/g/files/aatuss191/files/2022-01/2022%20Edelman%20Trust%20Barometer%20FINAL_Jan25.pdf
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Edelman Trust Barometer, 2022

55See https://www.edelman.com/sites/g/files/aatuss191/files/2022-01/2022%20Edelman%20Trust%20Barometer%20FINAL_Jan25.pdf

Edelman Trust Barometer, 2022

56See https://www.edelman.com/sites/g/files/aatuss191/files/2022-01/2022%20Edelman%20Trust%20Barometer%20FINAL_Jan25.pdf

Trust tends to 
be higher in 
autocracies than 
democracies
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Democracy and social media in context

57

Social 
capital

Strong 
institutions

Shared 
stories

• Some argue that there 
are three main forces 
the bind together a 
successful democracy

• “Social media has 
weakened all three”

“Why the past 10 years of American life have been uniquely stupid”, Jonathan Haidt, The Atlantic, April 11th 2022
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2022/05/social-media-democracy-trust-babel/629369/

The intensification of viral dynamics

• Haidt argues that the key transformation occurred in 2009 
with the adoption of “like” and “share” features

• He likens these social media tools as “darts”
– They cause pain but won’t kill you
– “From 2009-2012, Facebook and Twitter passed out 

roughly 1 billion dart guns globally. We’ve been 
shooting one another ever since”

• Being online probably doesn’t make people behave in a 
more aggressive or hostile way

• But it gave scope for aggressive and hostile people to find a 
very large set of victims

– “when the newly viralized social-media platforms gave 
everyone a dart gun, it was younger progressive activists who 
did the most shooting, and they aimed a disproportionate 
number of their darts at these older liberal leaders”

58“Why the past 10 years of American life have been uniquely stupid”, Jonathan Haidt, The Atlantic, April 11th 2022
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2022/05/social-media-democracy-trust-babel/629369/
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Microtargeting

Pros Cons

59

Use of Facebook in elections

• “Patient zero” of the fake news epidemic was probably the 
Philippines

• Rodrigo Duterte’s campaign spent $200,000 on “an army of 
bots and trolls to peddle fake news”

• Over 70 million Philippinos used Facebook (population of 
108 million)

60See Rachman, G., 2022, The Age of the Strongman, p. 140
See https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2017-12-07/how-rodrigo-duterte-turned-facebook-into-a-weapon-with-a-
little-help-from-facebook
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Facebook and data

Claim Origins More information

Targeted ads Obama!

“How Obama’s Team Used Big Data 
to Rally Voters” Sarah Issenberg, 
December 19th 2012

https://www.technologyreview.co
m/2012/12/19/114510/how-
obamas-team-used-big-data-to-
rally-voters/

https://bigthink.com/articles/oba
ma-2012-the-most-micro-targeted-
campaign-in-history/

Watch the clip below from the 
documentary on the 2004 
campaign “So Goes the Nation” in 
which Bush strategist Mark 
McKinnon and Democratic 
strategist Paul Begala add further 
insight on this micro-targeting 
trap.
https://youtu.be/DAfzvep-HMc

Use of Cambridge Analytica to get 
psychological profiles for voters

Ted Cruz!

“Ted Cruz using firm that 
harvested data on millions of 
unwitting Facebook users”

https://www.theguardian.com/us-
news/2015/dec/11/senator-ted-
cruz-president-campaign-
facebook-user-data

61

Verdict on Cambridge Analytica

62“Cambridge Analytica probe finds no evidence it misused data to influence Brexit”, by Izabella Kaminska, Financial Times, October 
7th 2020, https://www.ft.com/content/aa235c45-76fb-46fd-83da-0bdf0946de2d
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The rise of the strongman era

63The fall of the Berlin Wall is often seen as the trigger of democratic awakening but the ”people power” revolution against 
Ferdinand Marcos in the Philippines, in 1986, shows that this was a global tendency.
See Rachman, G., 2022, The Age of the Strongman, p. 165, p. 229

Neoliberal 
era

Strongman 
era

Ascending of 
technocratic 

liberal democracy

Ascending of 
authoritarianism

1979
Reagan

Thatcher

1986
Philippines 
revolution

1989
Fall of 

the Berlin 
Wall

2007
Putin’s 
Munich 
speech

2012
Xi Jinping

2016
Trump
Brexit

2008
Global 

financial 
crisis

• Does the strongman era coincide with the 
failure of the US led invasion of Iraq??

• After Syria and Libya no one expects the 
US to intervene anymore

• No global policeman

Coincides with the third wave of democracy

1974
Portugal 

Carnation 
revolution

The rise of the strongman leader

64

Autocracy

2000

2003

Democracy

2016

2014

2015

2017

2012

See Rachman, G., 2022, The Age of the Strongman, p. 10
Note that UK and US democratic 
institutions (largely) survived the 

authoritarian populist test. So far!!
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Strongmen and faith

Putin is a 
self-

appointed 
defender of 

orthodox 
Christianity

Modi is a 
proud 
Hindu 

nationalist

Erdogan 
promotes 
political 

Islam

65See Rachman, G., 2022, The Age of the Strongman, p. 48-49

They are “perusing 
strikingly similar 

cultural and political 
projects: seeking to put 

religion back at the 
centre of the nation and 

the state and to fight 
back against secular 
liberalism” (p. 49)

Populist leaders tend to be bad in office

• Populist nationalists that have been democratically 
elected:
– “have often proved much better at campaigning than 

running a country. They are superb at building a 
personal following – but they lack the technocratic 
skills and patience to govern effectively” 

66See Rachman, G., 2022, The Age of the Strongman, p. 228
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Erdogan’s path to power

1. Attack “nefarious elites”
2. Deliver prosperity
3. “Make Turkey Great Again”
4. Create fake news
5. Say opposition’s lying
6. Demonize press & courts
7. Frame opponents as terrorists
8. Curb their freedoms
9. Undermine and change the constitution
10.👑

67See https://twitter.com/sonercagaptay/status/1267608844013879299

Similar to 
Trump!

Freedom is danger!

68See https://freedomhouse.org/explore-the-map?type=fiw&year=2022&mapview=trend

Biggest falls:
- Afghanistan
- Belarus
- Myanmar
- Nicaragua
- Sudan
- Tunisia
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Freedom House, 2022

69See Freedom in the World, 2022
https://freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/2022-02/FIW_2022_PDF_Booklet_Digital_Final_Web.pdf

The Russian threat in context

70“When in comes to disinformation, America’s gulf allies are worse than the Russians” by Marc Owen Jones, Time Magazine, 
August 24th 2022 https://time.com/6206725/disinformation-middle-east-allies-russia/

“Despite its known 
manipulation of social 
media in the US, 
Russia cannot 
compare. When you 
group the United Arab 
Emirates, Saudi 
Arabia and Egypt 
together – as the 
company does in the 
information dumps –
the two gulf states 
rank second only to 
China in manipulating 
Twitter”
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Beware of the state

• Many US states use a private company called ID.me to 
protect against identify fraud

• Citizens who are entitled to receive benefit payments are 
obliged to open accounts with ID.me

• ID.me then sold that data to third party advertisers

Ø For a detailed reflection on the career of Brett Johnson 
see:

• https://lexfridman.com/brett-johnson/

71“States Using ID.me to Stop Fraud: Aka Moral Abiguity”, Brett Johnson, LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/states-using-idme-stop-fraud-aka-moral-abiguity-brett-johnson/

The danger of authoritarianism 

• “Citizens suspected of subversive activities can then be punished through a 
system of 'social credit', in which everything from promotion at work to the 
ability to take out a loan or even buy a train ticket is potentially put at risk 
for dissidents. China's technological prowess, particularly in the field of 
artificial intelligence, means that its system of online social control is of 
interest to authoritarian governments beyond its borders - and potentially 
available for export to friendly foreign strongmen” (p. 23)

• Nowhere has China's export of totalitarian tech been more evident than in 
Zimbabwe. In 2018, it adopted plans to install facial recognition systems in its 
cities and public transport hubs with the help of Guang- zhou tech company 
CloudWalk. While ostensibly a crime-fighting initiative, activists are 
concerned. Zimbabwean journalist Garikai Dzoma predicts that African 
autocrats will no doubt use it to enhance their political positions by hounding 
opponents'. Zimbabwe's plans may in turn strengthen China's already 
extraordinary surveil- lance capacities - CloudWalk's system will allow China to 
expand its own facial recognition database by integrating faces with non-Han 
features.” (p. 183)

72See Rachman, G., 2022, The Age of the Strongman
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Freedom House, 2022

73https://freedomhouse.org/explore-the-map?type=fiw&year=2022

74See https://www.georgesoros.com/2019/01/24/remarks-delivered-at-the-world-economic-forum-2/

“China isn’t the only authoritarian regime in the world, but it’s undoubtedly the 
wealthiest, strongest and most developed in machine learning and artificial 
intelligence. This makes Xi Jinping the most dangerous opponent of those who 
believe in the concept of open society. But Xi isn’t alone. Authoritarian regimes 
are proliferating all over the world and if they succeed, they will become 
totalitarian.”

George Soros, speaking at Davos, 2019


